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1. INTRODUCTION

The commercial air traffic is expected to increase substantially in the coming years, as air travel becomes more affordable worldwide. At the same time, increasingly more stringent community noise regulations will continue to place severe limits on the acceptable levels of aircraft noise near airports. To address these concerns and develop low-noise propulsion technologies, promising concepts for suppression and/or reduction of noise emissions from subsonic aircraft are being investigated under the auspices of NASA Advanced Subsonic Technology (AST) initiative.

The study reported here focuses on the reduction of fan noise which is a significant source of engine noise [Ref. 1]. The targeted source is the so-called rotor-stator interaction tone noise generated as a result of periodic impingement of fan wakes on the outlet guide vanes (OGV). The suppression method involves incorporating swept and leaned stators in the design of the OGV. As shown in Figure 1, sweep is defined as the axial displacement of the vane leading edge from its baseline position. Similarly, lean is defined as the circumferential displacement of the vane leading edge from its baseline position. Since the early '70s, several theoretical and experimental studies have hinted at the potential of sweep and lean for reducing rotor-stator tone noise [Refs. 2-9]. In a more recent experimental study, the benefits of OGV sweep and lean for reducing fan noise were convincingly demonstrated for a representative modern low-speed fan stage [Ref. 10]. The results show that, compared to a radial one, a swept and leaned OGV provides sizable reductions in the level of rotor-stator interaction tone noise for a wide range of operating conditions.

The present report documents the design procedure that was utilized to select the candidate swept and leaned OGV used in that test. The report includes an overview of the theoretical tools used in the study as well as the details of the selection process. The report also contains comparisons of the predicted and measured sideline directivities of the swept and leaned stator against both the baseline radial stator and a swept-only stator. These comparisons serve to validate the design approach and the theoretical tools used in the process. A summary of conclusions drawn from this study is also included.

2. SWEEP AND LEAN DESIGN STUDY

2.1 Background

Rotor-stator interaction noise is caused by the periodic cutting of rotor wakes by the stator vanes. The strength of the interaction is related to the efficiency with which unsteady pressure distribution on the vanes couples to the acoustic modes of the bypass duct [Ref. 11]. The pressure distribution, in turn, depends on the upwash induced by the rotor wake on the stator. It can be shown that, through this dependence, the source strength is strongly influenced by the spanwise phase of the upwash [Ref. 12]. Significant upwash phase variation can cause noise cancellation between contributions from different locations along the vane span resulting in weaker interaction tones. For the most part, variation in the spanwise phase of the upwash is controlled by the number
of individual rotor wakes that intersect a given vane\(^1\). This number is determined, primarily, by the kinematics of the rotor wakes in relation to the stator vanes. Swirl variation from hub to tip introduces a tangential shift between the circumferential positions of the wakes along the span. The shift increases with downstream distance causing the tip wakes to advance ahead of the hub wakes. Generally, this shift becomes large enough that wake sheets from more than one blade intersect a single vane.

For a typical fan stage, there usually occur a few intersections per vane. However, for a fixed number of vanes, the introduction of vane sweep and/or lean, changes the number of intersections per vane. The change occurs because sweep and lean alter the kinematic relationship between the wakes and vanes for the same hub-to-tip rotor wake tangential shift. Figure 2 shows the crucial influence of sweep and lean in determining the number of intersections. Sketch (a) in this figure depicts the baseline kinematic picture for a radial stator. Sketches (b) and (c) show the change in the relative kinematics for a "beneficial" combination of sweep and lean and a "detrimental" one, respectively. A correct choice of sweep and lean (b) results in additional intersections compared with the radial case, while an incorrect choice (c) reduces the number of intersections. Basically, a beneficial combination increases the streamwise distance between the rotor and the stator allowing more wake tilting to occur. Conversely, an incorrect choice reduces the rotor-stator distance resulting in less tilting before the wake impingement. As will be shown later, the most important message of Figure 2 is that a correct combination of sweep and lean is crucial if maximum noise benefits are to be realized. In fact, an incorrect combination can increase the noise levels. Therefore, the goal of the design procedure was selection of a proper combination of sweep and lean to ensure maximum noise reductions for all operating conditions of interest. For this study, these conditions correspond to the engine power settings for takeoff, cutback and approach.

2.2 Design Tool

a) Fan Noise Code

The theoretical tool used in this study for selecting the candidate low-noise stator is the BBN/V072 fan noise prediction code [Refs. 13-15]. It is based on an analytical model for predicting tone levels produced inside the bypass duct due to the interaction of fan wakes with the OGV. The code combines a 2D-strip description of the unsteady aerodynamic interaction between the rotor wakes and stator vanes with a 3D acoustic response of a cascade to an incident gust. The bypass duct is assumed to be a constant-area annulus containing a uniformly moving medium. Both upstream-radiated (inlet) noise and downstream-radiated (exhaust) noise are computed by the code.

Noise computations in the BBN/V072 code are done via a two-step process. First, the unsteady surface pressure distribution induced on the vanes by the rotor upwash is determined. Then, the duct noise levels resulting from the unsteady pressure distribution is calculated. Following the standard practice, noise results are expressed in terms of the fan blade passing frequency (BPF) tones. The code provides a mode-by-mode description of the inlet and exhaust noise for each tone. The mode results include cutoff ratio, sound pressure level (SPL), phase, and acoustic power.

Noise computations in the BBN/V072 code are done via a two-step process. First, the unsteady surface pressure distribution induced on the vanes by the rotor upwash is determined. Then, the duct noise levels resulting from the unsteady pressure distribution is calculated. Following the standard practice, noise results are expressed in terms of the fan blade passing frequency (BPF) tones. The code provides a mode-by-mode description of the inlet and exhaust noise for each tone. The mode results include cutoff ratio, sound pressure level (SPL), phase, and acoustic power.

The input needed to run the code includes geometric (blade and vane definitions) and fan stage steady aerodynamic performance information. An important element of the input information is the definition of viscous wakes of the rotor at the stator leading edge from which

---

\(^1\) Multiple intersections cause the harmonic content of the upwash to experience significant spanwise phase variation.
upwash on the vanes is determined. Wake definition in BBN/V072 is based on a set of empirical correlations that are essentially two-dimensional\(^2\) in nature and, as such, do not fully account for the complex nature of the flow downstream of the fan. This restriction can be avoided if wake data are used to determine the upwash. However, such a description can only be utilized if the following two requirements are met. The first is that data must be taken at the fan operating condition being considered or over a range that brackets the condition of interest. Wake data from operating conditions that are significantly different from the condition of interest cannot be used for noise predictions. The second requirement is that the wake measurement station be at or near the stator leading edge. The complicated nature of the flow behind the fan prohibits extrapolation of wake description from the axial station where measurements are taken to another axial location. In the present study wake correlations were used since wake data were unavailable prior to the test.

b) Fan Wake Description

Wake specification in the BBN/V072 code begins in the rotating (i.e., relative) reference frame. Here, for the sake of developing a mathematically tractable representation, any radial flow that might occur is neglected. Furthermore, the flow is envisaged as a small-deficit wake profile superimposed on a parallel and locally uniform stream at each radius. Within this framework, the tangential position of the wake centerline at each radius accounts for any wake sheet tilting that might occur due to swirl. In BBN/V072, the tangential position of the wake centerline (at each radius) is determined by the relative flow angle, which is specified as input to the code. The change in the relative flow angle from hub to tip, therefore, represents the tilting of the wake sheet. The introduction of vane sweep and lean can enhance or diminish the wake tilting as seen by the OGV.

As was mentioned earlier, the wake profiles used in the BBN/V072 code are developed from empirical correlations. There are currently two correlation-based wake models in the code that can be used to supply wake centerline velocity deficit and half-width information. The user can choose between the correlations developed by Philbrick and Topol [Ref. 16] or those developed by Majjigi and Gliebe [Ref. 17].

Aside from the wake centerline velocity deficit and half-width, it is also necessary to choose a shape for the rotor wakes. The available choices in the code are a hyperbolic secant profile, a Gaussian profile, and a loaded-rotor wake profile. In principle, any combination of the correlation parameters and shapes can be used to provide a complete description of wakes. In practice, however, only certain combinations produce reasonable predictions. For this study, the correlations defined in Reference 16 along with the loaded-rotor wake profile were used. The chosen wake characteristics are plotted in non-dimensional form in Figure 3. The decision to use this particular combination was based on experience with similar fan stages.

\[ \text{Figure 3. Rotor wake characteristics used in this study.} \]

Once rotor wake characteristics are specified, the resulting description is transformed to the stationary (i.e., absolute) reference frame for computing upwash on the vanes. The upwash is then Fourier decomposed for use in the cascade unsteady pressure calculations. From this information, the BBN/V072 code determines acoustic pressure and power for each of the propagating duct modes.

2.3 Design Methodology

a) Procedure

In this section, we outline the design methodology that was used to identify the optimum vane sweep and lean
combination. The fan stage considered for this study has 18 blades and 42 radial vanes with a design tip speed of 1,000 fps. The fan hub-to-tip radius ratio is 0.3 and that for the stator is 0.5. The calculations were performed for takeoff (84% of the design tip speed), cutback (70% of the design tip speed), and approach (50% of the design tip speed). Both upstream- and downstream- radiated noise contributions were considered. Pressure and power levels for all propagating modes contained within the 2BPF\(^3\) through 5BPF tones were computed for various combinations of sweep and lean angles. Since, on a mode-by-mode basis, the amount of information produced is enormous, it was decided that a global noise metric would be more useful in judging the benefits of sweep and lean. The metric chosen is the change in the computed tone power level from that for the radial stator. With this definition of the metric, a negative change (i.e., reduction) means acoustic benefit. The selection process involves a case-by-case examination of a comprehensive matrix of practical sweep and lean combinations. The acoustic “performance” of each potential configuration is gauged by examining its calculated metric for the selected BPF harmonic at takeoff, cutback and approach. The optimum stator design is one that provides maximum overall tone noise reductions for all operating conditions.

We begin by defining sweep and lean via the two angles shown in Figure 1. Sweep parameter \(\alpha\) is defined as the angle, in the meridional plane projection, between the leading edge lines of the straight and swept vanes. Positive sweep is defined as that for which vane tip is downstream of its root. Lean parameter \(\beta\) is defined as the angle, in the axial plane projection, between the leading edge lines of the straight and leaned vanes. Positive lean is defined in the direction opposite to rotor rotation. The matrix of the cases used for this study has sweep and lean angles ranging from \(-30^\circ\) to \(30^\circ\), in increments of \(5^\circ\).

b) Results

In Figures 4 through 9, the change in acoustic power (i.e., \(P(\alpha, \beta) - P(0,0)\)) as a function of sweep angle is shown for a range of lean angles. In each figure, the results for the 2BPF through 5BPF tones are identified. Figures 4 and 5 show the upstream and downstream results for the takeoff condition. Similarly, Figures 6 and 7 correspond to the cutback condition, and Figures 8 and 9 for the approach condition. For the sake of clarity, the levels corresponding to only five lean angles (i.e., \(-30^\circ\), \(-15^\circ\), \(0^\circ\), \(15^\circ\), and \(30^\circ\)) are plotted. The trends for the intermediate lean angles follow closely those presented here. The results summarized in these figures clearly show that sweep and lean have a significant impact on the predicted tone levels. It is also obvious that the operating
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1 BPF is cut-off for this fan stage.
Figure 6. Influence of sweep and lean on the in-duct tone power. Cutback condition (upstream noise).

Figure 7. Influence of sweep and lean on the in-duct tone power. Cutback condition (downstream noise).

Figure 8. Influence of sweep and lean on the in-duct tone power. Approach condition (upstream noise).

Figure 9. Influence of sweep and lean on the in-duct tone power. Approach condition (downstream noise).
condition, tone harmonic order, and direction of noise propagation influence the effectiveness of sweep and lean.

Upon a closer examination of these results, the following conclusions can be drawn. Positive sweep angles (i.e., aft sweep) always reduce the tone levels while negative sweep angles increase them. The influence of lean, on the other hand, is more subtle. In most cases, for a given (positive) sweep, negative lean angles (i.e., lean in the direction of fan rotation) enhance the benefits of sweep by causing additional noise reductions. In contrast, positive lean angles tend to diminish, or even offset, the benefits of sweep (see the 5BPF plot in Figure 5, for example).

As was stated earlier, the observed behavior with sweep and lean can be explained in terms of their influence on the harmonic phase of the upwash along the vane span. Consider, for example, the predicted noise level changes in the inlet at 2BPF for the takeoff condition (Figure 4). For this condition, consider the beneficial combination of sweep and lean ($\alpha = 30^\circ$, $\beta = -30^\circ$) for which noise is reduced, and the detrimental combination ($\alpha = -30^\circ$, $\beta = 30^\circ$) for which noise is increased. In Figure 10, plots of the spanwise harmonic phase variation of the upwash for these three sweep and lean configurations are shown. Note that, compared with the radial stator, the favorable configuration has significantly more spanwise phase variation than the detrimental one. In fact, the latter has less variation compared with the radial stator. It is instructive to compare these phase plots with the kinematic description shown in Figure 2. Compared with the radial stator, the combination ($\alpha = 30^\circ$, $\beta = -30^\circ$) allows for more wake-vane intersections and, therefore, more spanwise phase variation. Conversely, for the combination ($\alpha = -30^\circ$, $\beta = 30^\circ$) fewer intersections lead to less phase variation.

Now let's examine the impact of the upwash phase variation on the predicted vane unsteady surface pressure distribution. In Figure 11, phase contours of the unsteady surface pressure corresponding to the three sweep and lean combinations of Figure 10 are shown. Compared with the radial stator, the correct choice of sweep and lean produces significantly more variation in the phase of surface pressure. In contrast, the incorrect choice actually reduces the phase variation. Now, since the tone levels are related to the surface integrals of the vane unsteady pressure, the more phase variation there is in the unsteady pressure, the more cancellations will occur in these integrals resulting in weaker tones as seen in Figure 4 for the combination ($\alpha = 30^\circ$, $\beta = -30^\circ$). On the other hand, if there is less phase variation, there will be less cancellation leading to higher tone levels as seen for the combination ($\alpha = -30^\circ$, $\beta = 30^\circ$). These plots corroborate the argument that was advanced in section 2.1 regarding the role of sweep and lean in changing the tilt of the rotor wakes relative to the stator vanes. They also clearly demonstrate the importance of the proper choice of sweep and lean combination. Of course, as was stated earlier, the realized
sweep and/or lean benefits vary with fan tip speed and tone harmonic order. In general, the predicted noise reductions tend to be more significant at higher tip speeds and for higher tone harmonics. Both of these observations are consistent with the kinematic argument. The tip speed trend is justifiable because over the same streamwise distance the higher fan tip speed at takeoff produces more wake tilting than does the lower tip speed at approach. Similarly, the benefits are larger for higher tone harmonics, because harmonic phase variation is directly proportional to the harmonic order whether or not there is sweep and/or lean. So, for example, if there are three sign changes in the spanwise phase for the 2BPF tone there will be twice as many for the 4BPF tone and so on.

c) Selected OGV Design

The theoretical results presented above indicate that, to reduce rotor-stator interaction tone noise, stator vanes should have aft sweep and should be leaned in the direction of fan rotation. Furthermore, they also suggest that there are more acoustic benefits for larger sweep and lean angles. Therefore, it was decided to implement the largest sweep and lean angles that were structurally and aerodynamically feasible. These requirements resulted in a swept and leaned vane design having 30° of aft sweep (i.e., α = 30°) and 30° of lean in the direction of fan rotation (i.e., β = −30°). To separate the benefits of sweep and lean, a swept-only stator (i.e., α = 30°, β = 0°) was also selected. Photographs of the fan stage assembly with the swept-only and swept and leaned stators are shown in Figure 12.

The selected stator configurations were tested in the NASA Lewis 9’ x 15’ Acoustic Wind Tunnel where detailed farfield noise measurements were obtained at several fan operating conditions. The data unequivocally show that, compared to the radial OGV, the swept and leaned OGV is quieter at all tested conditions. The swept-only stator also shows sizeable acoustic benefits. Later in this report detailed comparisons between the measured and predicted sideline directivities of the radial, swept-only, and swept and leaned stators will be presented.

3. ANALYSIS OF THE SWEPT AND LEANED STATOR

3.1 Analysis Tools

The predicted sideline directivities are calculated using two codes designed to predict the farfield tone noise radiation from inlet and exhaust sections of a fan bypass duct. As shown in Figure 13, the inlet and exhaust codes compute the radiation fields in the forward and aft arcs, respectively. In each case, the arc covers a region extending from the fan axis to a location past the 90° position. In the overlap region the linear nature of the wave equation permits the addition of the two solutions (with the phase taken into account) to obtain the complete sideline directivity.

Both of these codes are based on a frequency-domain finite element formulation of the problem of acoustic radiation from termination of an axisymmetric duct [Refs. 19 and 20]. They solve for the acoustic field (both inside and outside of the duct) once the internal geometry of the duct and the in-duct pressure are specified. The specification of the internal acoustic field is in terms of amplitudes of the cut-on duct modes at the internal boundary of the computational domain. The mode input
Figure 13. Computational domains for inlet and exhaust computations.

can be supplied from in-duct measurements or from predictions (from the BBN/V072 code, for example). The duct internal and external flowfields are assumed to be irrotational and are calculated as part of the solution. The computational domain for each code is the region that starts at the input plane inside the duct and extends outside of the duct between the fan axis and a suitably chosen “baffle” (see Figure 13). The baffle is a pressure release boundary that permits outgoing waves only. Both lined (i.e., absorbent) and unlined (i.e., hard) boundary conditions can be specified on the duct walls and a Sommerfeld radiation condition is applied on the farfield arcs and the baffles.

For the exhaust problem, the presence of the exhaust jet shear layer requires implementation of additional constraints in the calculations. For the mean flow, since the dynamics of the shear layer is highly complicated, a simplified condition is implemented. The layer is modeled as though the bypass duct extends some distance downstream of the exit plane. Therefore, in the extended region the flow is composed of two parts, an inner flow and an outer flow, and the velocity potential is discontinuous across the layer. But, beyond this extended region, the velocity potential is assumed to be continuous and the internal and external flows are permitted to mix on a potential flow basis. The extent of the “fictitious duct” is chosen so as to provide realistic acoustic wave diffraction effects across the shear layer while at the same time minimize the influence of the artificial mixing on the acoustic field (see Reference 20). This treatment of the shear layer is found to work reasonably well for the moderate flow Mach numbers considered in this report. For the acoustic calculations, the presence of the shear layer necessitates the specification of two continuity conditions along the interface. These are the continuity of acoustic pressure across the shear layer, and the continuity of displacement of the interface itself. The latter is a kinematic condition arising from the assumption that the interface acts as an impermeable membrane across which acoustic perturbations are transmitted by virtue of its motion.

Recent applications of this type of an approach to the prediction of farfield noise may be found in [Refs. 21-24]. In the present study, using mode predictions from the BBN/V072 code as input for the radiation codes, sideline directivities for the radial, swept-only and swept and leaned stators were computed and compared with the measured data. The comparisons were carried out for the 2BPF tone at the approach, cutback and takeoff conditions and for the 3BPF tone at the approach condition only. The sideline, where noise data were taken, is 88" away from the fan axis. The tunnel Mach Number is 0.1 chosen to guarantee that the background tunnel noise level was well below the noise from the fan model [Ref. 25].

3.2 Sideline Directivities

We begin the data-theory comparisons with the radial stator whose results are shown in Figure 14. The figure shows plots of 2BPF tone SPL as a function of the emission angle for each speed considered in this report. The symbols represent the measurements and the solid curves the predictions. The thin line connecting the data points is drawn to aid in discerning the pattern of the measured directivities. To help analyze the trends, the measured broadband noise level at 2BPF is also shown (dashed line). The SPL range for each graph is chosen so as to provide the best overall representation of the results but the increment is kept the same for all graphs to allow for easy comparison.

The radial OGV results show that there is generally a good agreement between the predicted and measured directivities for the approach and cutback conditions, but that the agreement is only marginal for the takeoff condition. In particular, at approach the predicted peak SPL and peak radiation angles for both inlet and exhaust are well predicted. In fact, over the entire range of emission angles, the predicted directivity is close to the measured one. On the other hand, the data-theory agreement for takeoff is rather poor. For this speed, there are significant over-predictions in both the inlet and exhaust portions of the directivity. For the cutback condition, there is fair agreement in the inlet but significant over-prediction in the exhaust. It should be noted that where the measured tone is very close to the broadband level, the tone data is not entirely reliable. By the same token, the sharp dips in the predicted directivities are somewhat unrealistic and should be "clipped" with the broadband level. It is these clipped predictions that should
be compared with the measured tone levels. With that in mind, the data-theory comparisons are improved, particularly, for the approach condition. Overall, given the simplifications made in modeling the noise source and, to a lesser extent, those employed in the radiation predictions, the overall data-theory agreement (at both speeds) is very encouraging.

The results for the swept-only stator are summarized in Figure 15. For this configuration, the absolute 2BPF levels are significantly lower than those for the radial stator and so they are closer to the broadband noise levels. Overall, the data-theory agreement is remarkably good. Here the trends, as well as the levels, are well predicted for all three speeds. There are, nonetheless, local discrepancies especially for the cutback and takeoff conditions for which the theory over-predicts the measured exhaust SPL at large emission angles. Note that both the measured and predicted levels for the swept-only stator show sizable reductions compared to the levels for the radial stator levels as discussed below.

Predicted and measured 2BPF tone reductions due to sweep (i.e., swept-only OGV levels minus radial OGV levels) are shown in Figure 16. Note that with this definition, the 0 dB represents the level for the radial stator. The symbols now indicate the measured tone reductions and the solid line the predicted reductions. Here, the dashed lines represent broadband-corrected predictions calculated using the clipped predictions that were discussed earlier. The measured benefits, while not uniform, are generally centered on the 5 dB level for the approach condition, around the 7.5 dB levels for the cutback condition, and on the 10 dB level for the takeoff condition. As for the predictions, at approach and cutback the bulk of the noise reductions fall in the 5-10 dB range especially when the broadband-corrected levels are considered. For takeoff, the predicted reductions are somewhat larger and more erratic. This is, of course, the result of the fact that the predicted radial stator levels do not agree well with the data even though the levels for the swept-only stator do. Nevertheless, the general trend of reductions with the fan tip speed is reasonably well predicted in the sense that the reductions are higher at takeoff compared to those for approach.

Next, the comparisons for the swept and leaned stator (i.e., $\alpha = 30^\circ$, $\beta = -30^\circ$) are shown in Figure 17. Note that for this configuration, the absolute levels for the 2BPF tone are essentially at the broadband level. This suggests that the sharp oscillations in the predicted levels should be ignored when comparing the theoretical and experimental
To assess the benefits of swept and leaned stator versus the swept-only stator, the 2BPF tone SPL difference between the two configurations is plotted in Figure 19. Note that, the 0 dB now represent the level due to the swept-only stator. The calculated differences in the measured tone levels are generally centered on the 0 dB level with noticeable additional benefits only in the exhaust region. This suggests that the swept and leaned stator is not significantly quieter than the swept-only stator except in the exhaust. The corresponding predicted differences generally show quite a good agreement for most of the emission angles at all speed conditions, especially when the broadband-corrected predictions are used for calculating the reductions (dashed lines). The exceptions are the predicted benefits for the exhaust emission angles greater than 140° for the cutback and takeoff conditions where the theory predicts significant additional benefits for the swept and leaned OGV compared with the swept-only OGV.

A tacit assumption used in computing the farfield directivities presented in this report is that the rotor transmission losses are negligible. Despite this approximation, however, the general agreement between the predicted and measured noise reductions is remarkably good. A possible explanation for this agreement is that the 2BPF tone does not suffer significant transmission losses through the rotor for this fan. It is also possible that the rotor affects the absolute levels of the 2BPF tone equally for all three stators, so that it drops out of the difference calculations. However, given that with the exception of the

Figure 16. Comparison of measured and predicted 2BPF tone reductions in the farfield due to sweep (radial stator is the baseline). Broadband-corrected predicted reductions are also shown.

Figure 17. Comparison of measured and predicted 2BPF tone farfield directivities for the swept and leaned stator. Measured broadband noise level around 2BPF tone is also shown.
radial stator at the takeoff condition the directivities for all other speeds and configurations are in very good agreement with the data, the first explanation seems more likely.

Returning to the data-theory comparisons, we next present the results for the 3BPF tone for which the predictions are restricted to the approach condition only. The sideline directivities for cutback and takeoff could not be obtained because the mesh resolution requirements for the frequencies corresponding to these conditions are beyond the current capabilities of the two radiation codes. The format of the subsequent presentation is therefore slightly different from the results presented so far.

In Figure 20 measured and predicted 3BPF tone sideline directivities are shown. From the top, the graphs are for the radial, swept-only and swept and leaned stators. The symbols indicate data and the solid lines represent the predictions. The measured broadband noise level at 3BPF is also shown for each stator (the dashed line). The results indicate that while there is a reasonably good agreement between the data and theory in the inlet region, there are noticeable under-predictions in the aft region. The magnitude of the under-prediction depends on the stator configuration. For the radial and swept-only stators the discrepancies are modest (around 5 dB), but for the swept and leaned case they are as much as 10 dB. However, it should be noted that, except for the radial case, for which there is noticeable tone protrusion, the levels of measured tone and broadband are virtually equal for the 3BPF tone. Therefore, a better data-theory comparison is obtained when the broadband levels are taken into account in assessing the predicted noise benefits. In that case, the predictions agree rather well with the measured benefits.

In Figure 21, measured and predicted SPL reductions due to sweep-only and sweep and lean are presented. From the top, the graphs show the noise benefits of a swept-only stator compared with the radial stator (i.e., \( p(30, 0) - p(0, 0) \)), the benefits of the swept and leaned stator compared with the radial stator (i.e., \( p(30, -30) - p(0, 0) \)), and the benefits of the swept and leaned stator compared with the swept-only stator (i.e., \( p(30, -30) - p(30, 0) \)). Overall, the comparison between the measured reductions (symbols) and the predicted reductions (solid lines) is quite reasonable, especially when the broadband-corrected predictions are used for computing the predicted benefits (dashed lines). Similar to the 2BPF tone, there are measurable noise benefits when the OGV is swept or is
Since a direct data-theory SPL comparison for higher tip speeds (or, for that matter, higher harmonics) could not be made, an indirect method was employed. The procedure involves comparing the in-duct acoustic power levels computed in Section 2 of this report with acoustic power level estimates based on integrating the measured sideline SPL's for the higher speeds and/or tones. The estimates are based on 1-foot lossless tone data computed from the measured spectra at the 88-inch sideline. For the sake of consistency and completeness, these comparisons have been carried out at all three speeds and for all the harmonic tones between 2BPF and 5BPF. Using the same procedure, the corresponding broadband noise level in the neighborhood of each tone was also calculated to help with the analysis of the tone data.

The salient conclusion from these comparisons is that the broadband-corrected duct power level predictions agree remarkably well with the power levels calculated from the measured sideline directivities. This is true both of the absolute levels of the acoustic power in the individual tones as well as the variations of tone power levels with sweep and lean. The complete set of data-theory comparison plots for tone power levels is included in the Appendix.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The principal conclusion of this study is that, when chosen properly, sweep and/or lean reduce rotor-stator interaction tone noise. Using a set of inlet and exhaust radiation codes to establish a link between the predicted in-duct pressure levels and the farfield noise levels, the theoretical sideline directivities were shown to be consistent with the experimental data. A kinematic argument was proposed to explain the mechanism of noise reduction due to sweep and lean. This argument suggests that to reduce noise, sweep and lean must be chosen in such a way so as to increase wake intersections per vane. A set of simple design rules is proposed for implementing sweep and lean in practical fan stage geometries. Sweep for which the vane tip is downstream of its root, and lean in the direction of the fan rotation reduce the strength of the interaction tones with size of reduction dependent on the amount of sweep and lean chosen.
A secondary conclusion is that the codes used in this work provide reasonably accurate tools for studying the aeroacoustics performance of modern fan stages. It should be emphasized that all of the theoretical results shown here were plotted without any adjustments or shifts in their levels and as such they represent true predictions. While the task of accurately calculating the absolute noise levels for all emission angles at all relevant fan operating conditions and stator configurations remains a challenge, the essential features of the sideline directivity, as well as the trends associated with sweep and lean, are accurately captured with the codes used in this study. Improvements in noise source modeling cannot but help improve these predictions further.
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7. APPENDIX

Tone Power Level Comparisons

In this appendix, tone power level comparisons for the 2BPF through 5BPF tones at approach, cutback and takeoff conditions are shown. The predicted in-duct power levels were calculated using the BBN/V072 code while the experimental levels were computed by integrating the 1-foot lossless directivities estimated from the measured 88-inch sideline sound pressure levels. Using the same procedure, the corresponding broadband noise level in the neighborhood of each tone was also calculated to help with the analysis of the tone data.

The Figures A1 through A3 show the absolute tone power levels for the radial, swept-only and swept and leaned stators, respectively. In these figures, open bars represent predicted levels, darkly shaded bars the data, and lightly shaded bars the broadband levels. The trends with tone order, fan speed and stator configuration are somewhat mixed, but the following observations can be made. The theory over-predicts the measured levels for the low order tones especially for the radial stator. The opposite trend is true for the higher order tones particularly for the swept-only and swept and leaned stators. It should be noted that, in the under-predicted cases, the theoretical power level is generally below the measured broadband power level.

In the last three figures the predicted (open bars) and measured (darkly shaded bars) tone power level reductions are shown. In these figures, the broadband-corrected theoretical reductions (lightly shaded bars) are also shown for comparison. In computing the broadband-corrected theoretical reductions, the predicted levels themselves were used if they were above the broadband, and the broadband levels if the predicted theoretical levels were below the broadband level. Figure A4 shows the reductions due to swept-only stator (i.e. P(30, 0) – P(0, 0)), Figure A5 the reductions due to swept and leaned stator (i.e., P(30, -30) – P(0, 0)), and Figure A6 the reductions due to swept and leaned stator relative to the swept-only stator(i.e., P(30, -30) – P(30, 0)). For nearly all combinations of tone, speed and configuration, the data-theory comparison is remarkably good when the broadband-corrected theoretical reductions are matched against the measured reductions. These comparisons are in accord with those shown for the SPL directivity comparisons in Section 3.2 of the report.
Figure A1. Comparison of measured and predicted tone power levels for the radial stator. Power level in the broadband at each tone is also shown.

Figure A2. Comparison of measured and predicted tone power levels for the swept-only stator. Power level in the broadband at each tone is also shown.

Figure A3. Comparison of measured and predicted tone power levels for the swept and leaned stator. Power level in the broadband at each tone is also shown.

Figure A4. Measured and predicted tone power level reductions for the swept-only stator relative to the radial stator. Theoretical reductions based on broadband-corrected predicted levels are also shown.
Figure A5. Measured and predicted tone power level reductions for the swept and leaned stator relative to the radial stator. Theoretical reductions based on broadband-corrected predicted levels are also shown.

Figure A6. Measured and predicted tone power level reductions for the swept and leaned stator relative to the swept-only stator. Theoretical reductions based on broadband-corrected predicted levels are also shown.
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This report describes a theoretical design and analysis study of the benefits of vane sweep and lean for reducing rotor-stator interaction tone noise. It is shown that the kinematic relationship between the rotor wakes and stator vanes is the principal factor in determining the achievable noise reductions. Vane sweep and lean control rotor wake skewing as seen by the stator vanes and hence influence the number of wake intersections per vane. An increase in the number of intersections reduces noise levels. Hence, to reduce rotor-stator noise, van sweep and lean must be chosen in such a way as to increase wake intersections per vane. A simple design rule is thus proposed which requires a sweep configuration that puts the vane tip downstream of its root and a vane lean that is in the direction of the rotor rotation. A detailed comparison of the predicted and measured noise reductions for a swept and leaned stator is then carried out. Overall, these comparisons show that the predicted benefits of a swept and leaned stator are in good agreement, qualitative as well as quantitative, with the measured reductions for the fan speeds relevant to noise certification procedure. Furthermore, the results also demonstrate the validity of design criterion as well as the theoretical tools used in this study.